I’m new at Democracy North Carolina but was drawn here by the work that engages people to our democracy and strengthens the systems around it. In 2017, we deepened our ties in local communities, recruited and trained a new wave of leaders to monitor local elections, staged hundreds of advocacy events, and distributed hundreds of thousands of voting-related resources. Our five field offices now coordinate more than a dozen local coalitions from Greenville to Asheville. Our research continues to root our policy recommendations in the experiences of real voters. And above all, we speak loudly for free, fair, and accessible elections that will lead to a better North Carolina for all. Together, we’re building a state of democracy, and we are grateful that you’ve joined us in that work.

Tomas Lopez
Executive Director
In 2017, Democracy North Carolina utilized the full strength of its research, organizing, advocacy, public education, and communications programs to expand the effectiveness of organizations and individuals who care about civic participation and government reform. This map illustrates examples of that statewide work and highlights the regions that helped lead it. The figures represent statewide data.

In 2017, Democracy North Carolina comprehensively documented actual voters’ perspectives from the 2016 General Election. Generated in 2017 from incidents reported from the Election Protection hotline and poll monitor program, our From the Voter’s View report identified problems in North Carolina’s election system and offered policy recommendations designed to protect voters statewide.

Northeast: regional “We Are Democracy” trainings, preparing hundreds of the state’s most engaged democracy advocates with the skills they would need to lead in a new year, beginning with a successful kickoff in Greenville.

Triangle: 25,000: petitions collected and delivered by advocates to the NC General Assembly in Raleigh, calling for an end to gerrymandering in North Carolina.

Southeast: 26,000+: number of social media views produced by the 18th annual class of Democracy Summer. In 2017, these strong student leaders took advantage of legacy and social media — like never before — to promote their advocacy efforts, including a popular student-led radio show in Fayetteville.

Western Piedmont (Charlotte area): 100+: neighborhood canvasses and phone banks, staged demonstrations, community teach-ins, and film screenings to generate exposure and support for fair maps, including dozens of on-the-ground events in Charlotte area communities.

Triad: 700,000: number of educational resources created and distributed, with the vast majority distributed through new coalitions with strong democracy advocates, like those emerging from Rowan and Alamance Counties.

West: 287: total events hosted in 2017. This includes 138 events in western North Carolina alone, with an 183% increase in event attendance over 2016.
Statewide

Democracy NC comprehensively documented actual voters’ perspectives from the 2016 General Election. Generated in 2017 from incidents reported from the Election Protection hotline and poll monitor program, our *From the Voter’s View* report identified problems in North Carolina’s election system and offered policy recommendations designed to protect voters statewide.
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287: total events hosted in 2017. This includes 138 events in western North Carolina alone, with an 183% increase in event attendance over 2016.
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700,000: number of educational resources created and distributed, with the vast majority distributed through new coalitions with strong democracy advocates, like those emerging from Rowan and Alamance Counties.
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“I support Democracy North Carolina to be a part of a group at the forefront of the fight against gerrymandering and other discriminatory practices that target voters.”

Austin Padilla
Pinchurst
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I support Democracy North Carolina to fight for the state I love, one that puts people over profit and speaks truth to power.
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Jean Jobis  Kathie Kline  Mike McBrayer  Carol McCallister  Virginia Potter
Vanessa Johansson  Daniel Konzolman  Roberta Maddern  Emily McCullister  Caroline Poulton
Cheryl Johnson  Marda Kornhaber  Roberts & Timothy Lane  Aidan McCarthy  Jeff Poupard
Lowell Johnson  Andrew Kozinn  Margaret LaRae  Sean McCarthy  Hollis Powell
Joan Johnson  Ahovi Kponou  Van Kloempken  Bryan McCollom  Tony Powell
Riley Johnson  Judith Kramer  Judah Kran  Nancy Lee Marquis  Julia Powers
Theresa Johnson  Kris Kramer  Kent Kraske  James Mars  Anne Prather
Tom Johnson  Kyle Kramer  Joshua Kurlantzick  David Marsh  Lenora Prewitt
David Jones  Joshua Kurlantzick  Lewis Kurlantzick  Joan Mathis  Homer Edward Price
GeoRene Jones  Diane Kurlantzk  Nicholas Ladd  Melinda Matlin  Ann Prince
GeoRene Jones  Diane Kurlantzk  Nicholas Ladd  Alice Matthews  David Collins Provost
Lori Jones  Diane Lander  Carolin Lan  Deborah Maxwell  David Prust
Nancy Jones  Joan Lane  Janet Lan  Carolyn Lang  Patricia Purnell
Pamela Jones  Roberta & Timothy Lane  Margaret LaRae  Aidan McCarthy  Richard Prust
Virginia Jones  Susan Lee  Tessa Lee  Sean McCarthy  Lenora Prewitt
Diane Jordan  Margaret Leavens  Adam Levine  Bryan McCollom  Homer Edward Price
Jacque Jordan  Renee Levert  Melvin Levin  Ann McCracken  Ann Prince
Theola Jordan  Adam Levine  Anit  McKeen  David Collins Provost
Leah Josephson  Connie Lee  Jeffrey Leiter & Carrie Knowles  Angela Leonard  Richard Prust
Matthew Joyce  Christopher Lathrop  Rebecca Lauer  Angela Leonard  Lenora Prewitt
Lisa Joyner  Rebecca Lauer  Barbara Lawrence  Barbara McDaniel  Homer Edward Price
Stephen & Frances Juhlin  Dorothy Lee  Dorothy Lee  Marshall McDuffie  Ann Prince
Annette Jurgelski  Nguyen Lee  Nguyen Lee  Margaret McEwen  David Collins Provost
Zana Kaba  Tess Lee  Teresa Lee  Susan McF  David Collins Provost
Claudia Kadis  Connie Lee  Connie Lee  Stephen Mcgrigor  Richard Prust
William Kaiser  Jeffrey Leiter & Carrie Knowles  Angela Leonard  Gerri McGuire  Nora Quin
Bree Kalb  Linda Levy  Deborah Lewis  Ernestine Lewis  Mark McHugh  Nancy Quinn

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT
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Giles Rhodesenher
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Madeline Rhum
Cynthia Rice
Ellie Richard
Barbra Roberman
Helen Robinson
Jeanne Robinson
Lawrence Robinson
Ruth Robinson
Heather Rock
Rebecca Rodriguez
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Eva Rogers
Patricia & Thomas Rokoske
Nicholas Roloson
Olga Ronay
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Patricia Ross
Katherine Rowe
Jennifer Rudolph
Rosalie Ruegg
Michael Rulison
Anna Rush
Don Russell
Barbara Ryan
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Carolyn Samuel
John Sanders
Mark Sanders
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Frank D Sargent
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Lynd Scottolini
Jennifer Schaal & Fred Wilson
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Kitty Schaller
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Rebecca Schmerer
Hunter Schofield
Doug Schrashun
Carolyn & Robert Schrock
Jordan Schulkin
Robbie Schultz
Mark Schulz
Joel Schumacher
Donna Schutt
Lisa Schwartz
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Shira Schwartz
Elaine Scott
Patricia Seibert
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Damon Seils
Emilie Selden
Charles Senf
Paul Seo
Trish Severin
Sarah Shafer
Maria Shain
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Chachar Sharon
Larry Sharpe
Polly Shaver
Inez Shaw
Martha Shepard
David Sheronas
Marywine Sherwood
Jill Shires
Robert Shuford
Will Shuford
Amy Shuman
Janice Siebert
Randy Siegel
Susan Siegel
Jonathan Sielaff
Rhoda Silver
Elizabeth Simmonds
Gretchen Simpson
Kathleen Sinclair
Louise Skillman
Andrew Sleeth
Lynn Sliuka
Robert Sluder
David Smikle
Anne Smiley
Kelley Smilkstein
Amanda Smith
Brandon Smith
Eric Smith
Kathleen Smith
Mark Smith
Stephanie Smith
Tara Smith
Richard Smoot
Frances Snepp
Debbie Snowdon
Harlow Snyder
Suzanne Sokolov
Harriet Solomon
Mary Sorrells
Linda Spallone
Susan & Allen Spalt
Lindsay Spangler
Bill Spencer
Varni Spencer
Stanley Sprague
Marilynn Squire
Jennifer St Sume
Mary Elizabeth & Douglas Staiger
Larry Stallman
Mark Stamm
Jeanne Stancil
Patty Stark
Rosemary Stark
Joette Steger
Mark Sternlicht
Amee Stewart
Andy Stewart
Marsha Stickford
Michael & Eleanor Stoller
Margie Storch & Tom Moore
Ted Storch
Cynthia Strain
Clark Streets
Art Strempa
Thomas Strini
Janice Stroud
Helen Struve
Jon Stuyvesant
Tanaya Suddreth
Sharon Sumrall
Irene Svete
Jennifer Swaim
Deborah Swain
Joe Swain
Tyler Swanson
Larry Swearengen
Linda Sweeney
Frances Syptak
Shuchi Talati
Sharon Taubman
Angela Taylor
April Taylor
Sally Taylor
Erie Teagarden
Rebecca Telberg
Dennis Tharrington
Mary Alice Thatch
Donna Thomas
Mary E Thomas
Laura Thomasson
Katherine Thompson
Kathryn Thompson
Miriam Thompson
Thomas Thompson
Catherine Todd
Eric Todd
Lorie Tola
Rebecca Tolleson
Helen Toms
Vuong Tong
Erwin Trager
Millicent Troupe
Jane & Bill Tucker
Margaret Turner
Patrick Turner
Mary Ellen Tyrrell
Roger & Sharon Underwood
Giovanna Urist
Brad Usher
Ana Valdez
Kate Valleau
Peter van Dorsten
Brenda VanLunen
Betty Vaughan
Colin Vaughn-Casey
L D Vellani
Jerry Vick
Sarah Vick
Angela Vieth
Roberto Vila
John Vogel
Ruth Vogelpoli
Beth & Joseph Vogler
William Vogt
Jane Volland
Ann Von Brock
Robert Waddie
Theodore Waechter
Akita Wahl
Margaret Wainwright
Susan Waldman
Henry & Joan Walker
Phyllis Walker
GeorgeWalrath
Charles D Walton
Harriet Warner
Martha Warner
Richard Warren
Fred Wasserman
Pam Watkins
Colleen Watson
James Watson
Kay Watson
Phebe Watson
Watterson Family Giving Fund
Henry Watts
John Watts
Patricia Watts
James Waynick
B J Weatherby
Walter Weathers
Sarah Weathersby
Susan Weaver
Meta Weaver Coaxum
Karen Weeks
Kyle Weiner
Laurie Weisman
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“Democracy NC is one of the main non-profit organizations we support, as they are doing the crucial work to support and ensure voting rights for ALL the citizens of NC. In this political climate, Democracy NC’s work is invaluable.”

Ann and Lex Alexander
Durham
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GIFTS MADE IN HONOR OF

25th anniversary by Mary-Russell Robertson
All the brave people of Durham by Claudia Horwitz
Maria Allison by Ewen Allison
Alan & Mary Anderson by David Hochman
Alan Anderson by Karin & Eddie Venegas
Andrea & Carey by Anne Hadreas
Reza Azarmi by Darlene Azarmi
William Barber II by Allen Spalt
Marcus Bass by Vada Williams
Black Lives Matter by
Alexander Zora
Susan Bloomfield by Marjorie & Bruce Lynch
Sonja Boorman by Gary & Natalie Boorman
Linda Bossert by Robert Entman
Peggy Boswell by L D Vellani
Mike Boyd by Thomas Boyd
Kaye & Thomas Brandon by Anne Wilson
Farnum Brown by Betsy Levitas
Joyce Brown by Deborah Finn
Charles Caldwell by Barbara Vandenbergh
Becky Carver by Alice Alexander
by Louise Coggs
by Nyra Hill
by Adrienne Kelly-Lumpkin
by Mig Murphy Sistrom
by George Poghoft
by Gail Shaheffer
Charlotte Chapman & Rory Santalocci
by Martin Bourqui
by Raquel Gatto
Nancy Clapp-Channing by Mary & Charles Mundt
C Scott Clark by Rebecca Schmerer
Bob Conlon by Betty Gunz
Jean Conner by Theodore Waechter
Roz Darling by Mary Sibrack
Paul Davis & Julie Peeples by Faith Crosby
Andrea Des Marais by Virginia Stampler
Linda Duda by Alison Duda
Betty & Tom Eck by Diane Robertson
RoseAnn English by Joseph English
Kim Faw by Janice Huggins
Susan Fisher by Mary Sorrels
C K Forrill by Irene Svete
Ellen Frost by Barbara Pepper
Sunny Frothingham by Margaret Frothingham
by Nathanael Kruis
Jenn Frye by Sandra Slaters
Harvey Gannt by William Glenn
Jake & Ted Gellar-Goad by Sandra Gellar
Kelly Gloger by Bob Brown-
Barrios
Amy Goodman by Elizabeth Axcell
Lucas Griffin by Dorothy Cimenti
Elyza Halev by Rachel Bearman
Bob Hall by Joanie Alexander
by Laurel Ashton
by Alice Brown
by Barbara & Tom Coulson
by Dana Courtney
by John & Grace Curry
by Seth Effron
by Adrienne Fox
by Robert Gelblum
by Dick & Linda Hall
by Jason Hall
by Richard Hart
by Linda Jett
by Irene Kennedy
by Ed King
by Geri LaPlaca
by Thomas Marchner
by Ann McCracken
by Marc Miller
by Marcia Morey
by Susan & George Reed
by Theresa Rosenb erg
by Ralph Simpson
by Fred Stang & Claire Lorch
by Patrick Turner
by Jerry & Sondra VanSant
by Joy Vermillion & Heino.
by Patricia Watts
by Anne Wilson
by Peter Wood
by Lanier Blum
Quinton Harper & Isela Gutierrez by Marie Weil
Arthur Hartsell by Jeanne Agan
Bob Hassall by Helen Robinson
Holly Hendrix Jimson by Leslie Hamilton
Erica Henry by Anna Henry
J Donald Hobart Jr by John Hobart
Janet Holmgren by Mark Sidell
Doug, Claire, & Mac Hurry by Nancy Revelle Johnson
Maye Tyson Jackson by Dede Carney
Alison Clark Jones by Todd Jones
Kenneth Kastelen by Catherine Kastelen
Rodney Kidd & Amy Hooker-
Kidd by Helen Hooker
Page Lee by John Lee
Rufus Lindsey by Rodney Lindsey
Rebecca Lohr & Susanne Rolland by Kathryn Thompson
Tara Maher by Mary Ellen Tyrell
Ann McCracken by Carol Carlson
Amy McGovern by Allison Lathrop
Emma Kaye Mieden by Mar tha Shafer
Steve Miller & Laverna Berry by Giovanna Ursist
by Laurie Weissman
Amy Bass Mohan by Eddie Bass
Julie Mooney by Kate Mitchell
Marcia Morey by Lucinda Murphy
Marianne L Newman by Catherine O’Shea
Edward Peters by Helen Struve
Judith Pigossi by Richard Pigossi
Sarah Rand by Joseph Rand
Bonnie Raphael by Anonymous
Sylvia Gooding Ray by Theresa Graysmith
Lucy Rhodes by Kristen Copeland
Emerson & Kate Rhudy by
Steve & Jane Rhudy
Clyde & Louise Robinson by Marya McNeish & Bob Robinson
Michele Sager by Clint McSherry
I Alyly Sharp by Alex Himwich
Jack & Pamela Sielaff by Jonathan Sielaff
Ben Smith by Will Rice
Cora Sprinkle by Ann Lurie
Geri Sullivan by Nan Johnson
Linda Sutton
by Amy Shuman
by Cam Choiniere
by Martha Kennedy
Terry Taylor-Allen by Margie Storch & Tom Moore
The continuing struggle for civil rights by Juliabird Person
The Zimmermans by Rebecca Tollefson
Barbara Vandenbergh by Christina Palo
by Patsy Pierce
by David Vandenbergh
by Michael Vandenbergh
Terry VanDuy by Randall Johnson
Cheryl Viglione by Karen Pirelo
Stuart Wallace by Louise Taylor
F Watson & G Dowd by Carolyn Hackney
Peggy Weaver by Ed Sheary
Emily & Ed Wilson by Martha Edwards
Holly Wood by Elize Weston
David Yates by Heather Rock

GIFTS MADE IN MEMORY OF

Mark Adelman by Abigail Adelman
Jonathan Allen by Mary Alice Adle
Rob Azarmi by Reza Azarmi
Dorothy Curtis Bond-Meers by Julie Bond-Meers
Cliff & Elsie Bruce by Katherine & John Reardon
Smith Buchan by Sandra Buchan
Bon & Georgia Carver by Becky Carver
Marge Clark by Liz Wing
Isaac Coleman by Richard Pigossi
Patt Derian by Hodding Carter
Christopher & Barbara
Fordman by Pam Richey
Jack “D D” Gross by Carroll Webber
Ewold F Hartman Jr by Mary Murchison
Letitia Haworth by W L Haworth
Rubyleigh Herndon by Constance Herndon
Heather Heyer by Linda Collins
Barbara Hopkins by Cheryl Hopkins
Gwen Ifill by Ann Ringland
Dr Alice Johnson by Linda Sutton
Warren Jones by Varnar Spencer
Bert Kaplan by Ellen Kaplan
Janis Krebs by Ira Kaplan
Steve Lockwood by Jayne Stuart
Paul Luebke by Susan Lupton
& Bob Schall
Eileen Sargent Manley by Elizabeth Marley
Joan McCord by Harriet Sayre McCord
Larry McGee by Eugene Howard III
Hazel Miller by Gail Wallace
Dennis Rash by Marcie & Torrence Shealy
Maggie Helen Richardson by Larry Mial
Bernice Robinson by Stephanie Smith
Betty Rosheim by Ann Prince
Norman & Pauline Schultz by Robbie Schultz
Nancy Shaker by Yulia Hines
by Deborah Maxwell
by Louise Taylor
by Meta Weaver Coaxum
Terry Shank by Rebecca Powers
Nell V Taylor by Angela Taylor
Robert “Bob” Thompson by Jill Roberts
Elizabeth Tornquist by Amy Tornquist
Rutledge Tufts Jr by Clare Tufts
Beth Weaver by Craig Weaver
Bill Wells by Doris Wells
Morris, Sylvia, & Seth Gelblum by Robert Gelblum
Deloras Lee by Elaine Wood
2017 YEAR-END FINANCES

2017 Percent by Revenue Source

- Foundations ........................................... 65%
- Total Individual Contributions & Donor-Advised Funds ......................... 32%
- Non-Profit Partners ...................................... 2%
- Interest Earned ........................................ < 1%

2017 Percent by Expenditures

- Organizing, Leadership Training ............... 42%
- Voter Education ............................................. 20%
- Democracy Summer .................................... 14%
- Research ...................................................... 12%
- Fundraising .................................................. 6%
- Administration .......................................... 6%
Yes, I’ll be an Advocate...

for Democracy North Carolina’s research, organizing, training, and advocacy.

☐ Here’s my tax-deductible donation (payable to Democracy North Carolina).

☐ $50  ☐ $100  ☐ $250  ☐ $500  ☐ $1,000  ☐ Other $________

☐ Please sign me up to receive occasional email Action Alerts for election reform.

☐ Please send materials by email, not mail.

Name: ____________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________ Phone: _______________________

Address: __________________________________________

City: __________________________ State: ______ Zip: _______

Credit Card:  ☐ Visa  ☐ Mastercard - this is for a: ☐ one-time donation

☐ monthly, sustaining donation

Card # ______________________________________ Exp. _______

Mail to: Democracy NC, 1821 Green St., Durham, NC 27705

Or contribute online at www.democracync.org

Don’t delay! Invest in building a state of democracy today.